Lyle Anthony is an Afro-Pop, Dance Sensation and South Africas very own Angelino who rose to fame when he won the International Reality Singing Show, “Pop Stars” (Pre-cursor to American Idol), which saw the fame of Nicole Scherzinger (Edens Crush), Girls Aloud and more. He was signed to EMI Records before being granted an extraordinary artist O1B visa by the US Government and now lives in Los Angeles. Lyle released his Debut EP/Album and his Afro Pop Letter of Love to the World, titled “The Love Project” in 2021 and continues to wow audiences around the world with his live performance and social media presence. Singer/Songwriter, Actor, Model, Dancer and social media influencer empowers from every angle and has a social media presence and a reach of over 170K on all platforms including a verified Instagram account, TikTok, Twitter and Facebook. Average ages of followers are between 25-44 with top reaching countries being USA (biggest following), South Africa, Brazil, Mexico, Australia and England.
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He is currently touring around the US, performing at Pride Events around the globe, Corporate shows and has been doing a club tour since the world has opened back up due to the Covid breakout.

The fun-loving, exciting and uplifting Album/EP has 5 tracks that has already touched many hearts, including his debut single and title track, “Love Wins” continues to increase in streams and downloads and has had many listeners loving the song and now the EP. “I Deserve” is the latest single on the album and the album is produced by Carl McGrer and Wiidope who has produced for the likes of Brandy, Ciara, Tamar Braxton, Todrick Hall and many more.